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Abstract: The latent left–right asymmetry (chirality) of vascular plants is best witnessed as a helical
elongation of cylindrical organs in climbing plants. Interestingly, helical handedness is usually
fixed in given species, suggesting genetic control of chirality. Arabidopsis thaliana, a small mustard
plant, normally does not twist but can be mutated to exhibit helical growth in elongating organs.
Genetic, molecular and cell biological analyses of these twisting mutants are providing mechanistic
insights into the left–right handedness as well as how potential organ skewing is suppressed in
most plants. Growth direction of elongating plant cells is determined by alignment of cellulose
microfibrils in cell walls, which is guided by cortical microtubules localized just beneath the plasma
membrane. Mutations in tubulins and regulators of microtubule assembly or organization give rise
to helical arrangements of cortical microtubule arrays in Arabidopsis cells and cause helical growth
of fixed handedness in axial organs such as roots and stems. Whether tubulins are assembled into
a microtubule composed of straight or tilted protofilaments might determine straight or twisting
growth. Mechanistic understanding of helical plant growth will provide a paradigm for connecting
protein filament structure to cellular organization.
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1. Introduction

Unlike animals, many multicellular plants do not exhibit apparent left–right asymmetry in shape
and arrangement of organs and their composing cells. However, there are numerous examples in
which chirality develops in particular cell types or specific tissues of certain plant species. Plants may
be conceived to possess potential chirality, which is generally suppressed to attain straight growth
and radially symmetric development. Isolation and subsequent analyses of helical growth mutants in
normally non-helical plants have advanced our understanding of plant chirality from subcellular to
organ scales. This review summarizes what is known from analyses of such helical growth mutants,
and proposes possible molecular origins of chirality. Helical growth mutants may have mechanistic
relevance to growth behavior of climbing plants.

The twining habitat and tendril movements have attracted botanists from the era of Darwin [1,2].
Climbing plants attach their aerial axial organs to a neighboring support in order to grow vertically
and to collect more sunlight for efficient photosynthesis [3]. Twining plants generally show either
left-handed or right-handed coils, and the handedness of twist is a fixed property in the species [4].
Morning glories twist in a right-handed orientation while hops and honeysuckles are left-handed.
Within a single genus, both left and right-handed species may exist. For instance, there are three
native species of Wisteria in the Japanese islands, where Wisteria brachybotrys shows a right-handed
twist, whereas W. floribunda and W. japonica are left-handed [5]. In nature, right-handed tendrils are
predominant. When 1485 twining plants were randomly sampled in 17 globally widespread locations,
92 percent of twining stems showed right-handed helices [6].
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There are other forms or patterns of chirality in plant growth and development; oscillating
movement of primary root apices and shoot apices in a circumnutating helix, clockwise or anti-clockwise
arrangements of petals, twisted growth in leaves and seed pods, and spiral initiation patterns of leaf
and flower primordia on the flank of a shoot apex [2,7–9]. In these cases, chirality handedness is often
random or not fixed. Since underlying mechanisms are likely distinct, they are not reviewed here.

2. Cellular Basis of Organ Twisting

Twisting mutants of Arabidopsis thaliana, a tale cress plant with non-climbing habitat, provides
mechanistic understanding of organ twisting. Twisting of axial organs, such as primary roots,
hypocotyls, petioles, and stems, can be readily recognized by helical arrangements of epidermal cell
files (Figures 1 and 2). For the entire organs to twist, however, internal cell layers need to change their
cell shapes or growth patterns to coordinate organ growth and maintain organ integrity. Cell files of
Arabidopsis hypocotyls and primary roots consist, from outer cell layers inward, of epidermis, cortex,
endodermis, pericycle, and vascular cylinder (or stele, which contains several cell types). In these
organs of twisting mutants, cells in the meristematic zone appear normal in size and shape while the
axial organs begin to skew as the epidermal cells increase their longitudinal length [10,11]. The fact
that cell division has completed in the hypocotyl (embryonic stem) during embryogenesis [12] is
consistent with our interpretation that cell elongation (polar cell growth) underlies organ twisting.
Sliding growth, i.e., slipping movement of one cell layer relative to its adjacent one, has not been
observed in twisting roots [13]. Cell–cell adhesion is required to cause global organ torsion [14].

Microscopic observation of each cell layer in these twisting organs revealed that the angle between
cell files and the axis of a twisted organ decreases from the periphery toward the organ center [13].
In accordance with predicted geometric constraints, epidermal cells elongate to attain a wild-type
slender shape while internal cortex and endodermis cells swell radially [10]. An important question
is whether the position-dependent deformation of cell shape is a cause or a consequence of organ
twisting. The outermost epidermal cell layer mainly controls growth of the entire organ in shoots and
roots [16,17]. Possibly, epidermal torsion causes longitudinal shrinkage and radial swelling in entire
axial organs; internal cells may passively succumb to global deformation and adopt more isotropic
cell shape. In addition to the mechanical interplay, the model must include hormonal signaling from
epidermis to inner cells for coordinated growth control [16]. Less deformed innermost stele cells
and the surrounding pericycle cells are much less deformed, in contrast to the expectations from
the epidermis-leading model, in twisting mutants, suggesting a cell type-dependent control of cell
shape [10].
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(C) Anti-clockwise rotation of flower petals of sipral2. (D) Twisting etiolated hypocotyl of spiral1. (E) 
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Figure 1. Organs, cell files, and organization models of cortical microtubules in twisting mutants and
drug-treated wild-type plants. (A) Inflorescence stem of spiral1 spiral-like1 double mutant [15], which
coils around a rod support. (B) Fan-like arrangement of cotyledons and the first two leaves of spiral2.
(C) Anti-clockwise rotation of flower petals of sipral2. (D) Twisting etiolated hypocotyl of spiral1.
(E) Wild-type primary root treated with a microtubule-depolymerizing drug (3 µM propyzamide).
(F) Wild-type light-grown hypocotyl treated with a microtubule-stabilizing drug (0.4 mg L−1 taxol).
(G) Schematic representations of cortical microtubules (green lines) in an epidermal cell of rapidly
elongating axial organs. Double-headed arrows indicate the direction of cell growth.
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This general model of organ twisting implicates that, if the epidermal cells express a left–right
handedness factor, the twisting axial organ shows a fixed handedness, while in the absence of
such a factor, the organ would twist in random chirality. The latter example may be found in
Arabidopsis twisting (usually dwarf) mutants with no fixed handedness [18]. In a multidrug resistance
ABC transporter mutant and twisted dwarf 1, polar auxin transporters are mislocalized to abnormal
subcellular locations and auxin signaling is spread into the elongation zone of a skewing primary root
in a non-uniform manner [19], suggesting abnormal hormonal regulation in elongating tissues. Helical
growth with random or non-fixed handedness is not further discussed here.

3. Microtubule Defects Cause Helical Growth

Dozens of twisting Arabidopsis helical growth mutants with fixed handedness were subjected
to molecular genetic analyses, and were found to be caused by loss-of-function or gain-of-function
mutations in microtubule-related genes. A majority of these mutants result from missense mutations in
one of the several tubulin genes that are expressed in Arabidopsis vegetative tissues [20]. These mutant
tubulins, together with wild-type tubulin isoforms, are assembled into microtubules, and cause
dysfunctions of the poisoned polymer in a dominant-negative manner [11,21]. Other mutations include
specific microtubule regulators that preferentially act on the plus end (SPIRAL1; [22,23]) or on the
both ends (SPIRAL2; [24–28]), a component of the microtubule nucleating complex (SPIRAL3; [29]),
and a tubulin kinase that converts α-tubulins into an assembly-incompetent form [30,31]. Interestingly,
right-handed helical mutants were more frequently isolated over left-handed mutants in these genetic
screens, coincident with natural predominant occurrence of right-handed twisting plants [6]. In addition
to the genetic evidence, application of low dosages of either microtubule-depolymerizing or –stabilizing
drugs to the growth medium causes left-handed helical growth in normally non-twisting wild-type
Arabidopsis seedlings [10,32]. These results indicate that proper regulation of microtubule organization
is essential to sustain straight growth during cell elongation.

Polar or directional expansion of plant cells is generally directed by a network of cortical
microtubules just beneath the cell membrane [33]. Cortical microtubules in the rapidly elongating cells,
such as the root elongation zone and the etiolated hypocotyl, form bundled hoops and are roughly
aligned in the direction perpendicular to the elongation axis. Cellulose synthase complexes travel
along the microtubule rail in the plasma membrane [34] and spur out multiple cellulose polymers,
then instantaneously assemble into crystalline microfibrils in the cell wall [35]. These load-bearing
microfibrils, along with other types of cell wall polymers, are thought to restrict lateral expansion and
to form a long cylindrical cell shape [36]. The anisotropic cell shape generates biased tension stress.
Cortical microtubules somehow “sense” the maximal force direction and orient themselves parallel
to the direction [37]. This proposed feedback mechanism would reinforce anisotropic expansion of
plant cells.

The net transverse orientations of microtubule arrays in rapidly elongating wild-type cells are
skewed to form right-handed helices in left-handed twisting mutants, and left-handed helices in
right-handed mutants. A striking inverse correlation was observed between the root slanting angles
and pitch angles of cortical microtubules, when 24 twisting tubulin mutants were analyzed [20].
Helical microtubule arrays begin to develop in the root epidermal cells in the early elongation zone,
where root slanting is yet to be distinct, indicating that skewed microtubules orientation is the cause,
rather than a consequence, of root twisting [11,20]. Helical microtubule arrays are also seen in an
isolated single cell of a tubulin mutant [38]. Helical arrays are generally observed in other non-tubulin
twisting mutants with fixed handedness [10,11,21–25,29,30], but not in twisting mutants with random
handedness ([19] and our unpublished results).

What microtubule attributes are responsible for generation of helical arrays? In the interphase
plant cells, new microtubules are mostly formed from the nucleating complex dispersed along
the preexisting microtubules at an angle of about 40 degrees [39], are released from the initial
nucleation sites by katanin [40], and migrate at the cell cortex by a polymerization-biased hybrid
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treadmilling mechanism [41], while associating with the inner quasi-2D surface of the plasma membrane.
Freely migrating microtubules are also generated by severing of overriding microtubules at the cortical
microtubule crossover sites by katanin [42]. Abundant migrating cortical microtubules often encounter
with one another; when the growing plus end of one microtubule collide with the lateral wall of an
obstructing microtubule, collisions at angles of less than 40 degrees generally result in bundling of two
microtubules, while collisions at larger encounter angles typically induce catastrophe at the growing plus
end or enable the approaching microtubule to crossover the blocking microtubule [43]. These dynamic
behaviors are predicted to prune discordant microtubules and arrange whole microtubule populations
into distinct arrays [44]. By surveying the spectrum of responsive genes causing helical growth, it is
difficult to pinpoint any particular microtubule events to be responsible for helical array formation.
Although growth and shrinkage parameters of cortical microtubules of twisting tubulin mutants
are altered from those of wild type, any apparent tendency is not observed in microtubule dynamic
instability that would correlate with helical handedness [21].

Although microtubule-based helical growth in plants is generally well established, there are
notable cases in which observed helical growth patterns of fixed handedness appear to be independent
of microtubule orientation or have yet to be linked to microtubules. An Arabidopsis mutant defective
in an uncharacterized glycoprotein anchored to the plasma membrane (and partly localized to the cell
wall) exhibits left-handed helical growth in roots and etiolated hypocotyls [45]. Radiating cuticular
nanoridges in conically shaped adaxial epidermal cells of the petal blade twist in a left-handed helix
in an Arabidopsis mutant defective in rhamnose-containing cell wall polymers [46]. In these cases,
some polymers in the cell wall might have innately handed chirality that manifests as helical cell
expansion under certain conditions.

4. Possible Origin of Microtubule Chirality

Polar biopolymer may be helically arranged and as such may innately possess a fundamental
chirality on its own. Actin, for example, is invariably assembled to a right-handed helical polymer.
Chirality can emerge from handed cytoskeletons; Class I myosin motors anchored on a membrane
surface walk along the helical actin pitch, and rotate actin filaments in leftward (counterclockwise)
circles [47]. The right-handed actin helix can be “read” by Class V myosin as a left-handed spiral
movement of the motor around the filament [48].

Although the microtubule cytoskeleton is typically depicted as a non-twisting polymer composed
of 13 straight protofilaments in biology textbooks, it can also take helical configurations. When tubulin
monomers were purified from bovine brain and were spontaneously assembled in vitro, microtubules
ranging from 9 to 16 protofilaments were formed, with 14-protofilament microtubules being
predominant [49]. Protofilaments in the 13-protofilament microtubules align parallel to the long axis of
microtubules and serve as liner trails for motor-driven cellular cargos. However, in non-13-protofilament
microtubules, protofilaments rotate around the microtubule’s long axis to maintain the lattice
integrity, giving rise to either a right-handed or left-handed protofilament twist (called supertwist)
(Figure 3) [50,51]. Chirality and degree of the supertwist depend on the protofilament number and the
monomer pitch per helical turn. Association of two microtubules into a bundle in either a parallel
or anti-parallel fashion, which is a typical feature of plant cortical arrays [52], preserves the original
chirality of a handed microtubule [53].

Do supertwisted microtubules occur in living cells? Although canonical 13-protofilament
microtubules predominate in nature, including plants [21,54], there are several reports that microtubules
with divergent protofilament numbers have been observed in certain cell types in particular species [55].
Ventral cord neurons of the nematode C. elegans, for instance, are well known to contain uniform
11-protofilament microtubules [56,57]. Thus, microtubules have an intrinsic flexibility to accommodate
divergent numbers of protofilaments, but eukaryotic cells have evolved to specify the number as 13 in
order to build straight-protofilament microtubules.
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Figure 3. Microtubule structures. (A) Straight microtubule with 13 protofilaments nucleate from a
γ-tubulin ring complex and grows toward the plus end with dynamic instability. (B) Protofilament
arrangements in microtubules with 12, 13, and 14 protofilament (pf) numbers with a 3-start helical
path. The lattice of 12-protofilament microtubules twists (supertwists) to the right (+θ) while the
14-protofilament lattice skews to the opposite direction (−θ), to accommodate a geometrical mismatch
in the contacts between tubulins.

What determines the predominance of 13-protofilament microtubules in vivo, in contrast to the
variabilities observed in vitro? The γ-tubulin-containing ring complex templates nucleation of a
13-protofilament microtubule, by arranging 13 γ-tubulins in a washer-like shape that matches the
minus-end geometry of a nascent microtubule (Figure 3) [58]. An Arabidopsis mutant which has a
defect in a component of the ring complex shows strong right-handed helical growth phenotypes
in elongating tissues [29]. Even after nucleating as a 13-protofilament microtubule, dynamic
assembly and disassembly at the plus end may alter the protofilament number over time [59].
Some microtubule-associating proteins (MAPs) act as proof-reading factors and preferentially stabilize
the 13-protofilament configuration; End-binding protein 1 (EB1) binds at the vertex of four tubulin
dimers of two neighboring protofilaments at the growing plus end [60,61] whereas a neuronal MAP,
doublecortin, shares this binding site at the microtubule lattice [62]. Among dozens of various plant
MAPs [63], only a small subset of them give chiral twisting phenotypes when mutated. Dynamic
plus-end accumulation of SPIRAL1 [23] may have potential implications for its putative proof-reading
activity. In addition to these regulations that favor abundance of 13-protofilament microtubules, tubulin
isoforms are found to strongly affect the protofilament number in vitro. One purified human β-tubulin
isoform assembles into a microtubule population of primarily 13 protofilaments, whereas another
β-tubulin isoform gives predominantly 14-protofilament microtubules [64]. Therefore, small differences
in the amino acid sequence of tubulins have the potential to produce non-13-protofilament microtubules,
and may underlie the molecular mechanisms for twisting tubulin mutants in Arabidopsis. Electron
microscopic analysis of less than a dozen cortical microtubules in tubulin mutants failed to detect
deviation from 13 protofilaments [21], indicating that larger scale analysis needs to be done to identify
a small fraction of chirality determinant microtubules in a whole population.
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5. Conclusions and Outlook

In this review, we propose that non-13-protofilament microtubules produce helical cortical arrays
with defined handedness and chiral skewing of elongating axial organs in plants. How might the
putative occurrence of non-13-protofilament microtubules develop into a mesoscale helical array?
Stable association of cortical microtubules to the cytoplasmic surface of plasma membrane is arguably
important to generate directional torque from actively migrating single microtubules and positionally
more stable bundled microtubules. Computer simulations of cortical array ordering need to incorporate
a realistic 3D cell model and all critical parameters in microtubule dynamics and the deterministic
collisions (e.g., [44]), and may be applied to the helical arrays. In vitro experimental setups that recapture
2D or even 3D dynamic nematics of microtubule arrays will become highly promising approaches
to decipher molecular interactions during emergence of larger-scale microtubule assemblies [65,66].
Principles governing hierarchical assemblies of mesoscale helical structures may even be learned from
self-organization patterns of synthetic polymers [67,68].

Chiral twisting of prokaryotic cytoskeletal filaments and resultant handed twisting in cell body of
elongating bacteria would provide functional and mechanistic clues to helical growth of cylindrical
plant cells. In the rod-shaped bacterium Escherichia coli, left-handed chirality of the MreB cytoskeleton
(a bacterial F-actin-like polymer) guides local insertion of wall material into the peptidoglycan
network, and causes cells to twist in a left-handed helix during elongation growth [69]. Molecular
dynamics simulations for MreB in Caulobacter crescentus, another rod-shaped bacterium, suggest MreB
double protofilaments can exhibit left-handed twisting and induce a stable membrane curvature
when bound to the membrane [70]. Chiral arrangements of polar cytoskeletons underneath the
cell-enclosing membrane may provide a common paradigm for helical growth in cylindrical plant cells
and rod-shaped bacteria.

Evolutionary pressures and biological advantages of 13-protofilament microtubules in most
eukaryotic cells are elusive [55]. In land plants, microtubule-driven growth axis control, by way of
cellulose microfibril deposition, is a key feature for sustained straight growth in rapidly elongating
cells. For the cortical microtubule arrays to be oriented transversely relative to the growth
axis, plant microtubules should not manifest an asymmetric growth vector when migrating and
self-organizing on the plasma membrane. In this process, potential helical asymmetry of microtubules
needs to be actively suppressed, probably by inhibiting formation of non-13-protofilament microtubules.
This suppression of chirality development may be relieved or partially lost in tendrils to assist the
climbing habitat of twining plants. Straight axial growth in plants can only be attained by eliminating
potential chirality factors.
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